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A B S T R A C T   

In overly congested airports requests for landing and take-off slots are allocated according to the 
IATA World Scheduling Guidelines (WSG). A central concept of these guidelines is the prioriti-
zation of the satisfaction of the requested slots according to a hierarchy that recognizes historic 
usage rights of slots. A number of criteria have been proposed in the literature to optimize airport 
slot allocation decisions. Multi-objective programming models have been proposed to investigate 
the trade-offs of the slot allocation objectives for the same level of the slot hierarchy. However, 
the literature currently lacks models that can study in a systematic way the trade-offs among the 
scheduling objectives across all levels of the hierarchy and the airport schedule as a whole. To 
close the existing literature gap, we are proposing a new tri-objective slot allocation model 
(TOSAM) that considers total schedule displacement, maximum schedule displacement and 
demand-based fairness, and we introduce a multi-level, multi-objective algorithm to solve it. We 
are using real world slot request and airport capacity data to demonstrate the applicability of the 
proposed approach. Our computational results suggest that the systematic consideration of the 
interactions among the objectives of the different levels of the slot hierarchy, results to improved 
schedule-wide slot scheduling performance. In particular, we found that small sacrifices made for 
the attainment of the scheduling objectives of the upper echelons of the slot hierarchy, result in 
significant improvements of the schedule-wide objectives.   

1. Introduction 

The most recent air transport demand forecasts for 2040 (EUROCONTROL, 2018a) predict an average annual passenger and 
aircraft movement growth of 2.5% and 1.9% respectively. It is also predicted that the growth rate of demand for transport services will 
outpace the growth rate of the airport infrastructure development and of the available airport capacity (EUROCONTROL, 2018b). As a 
result, the current demand-capacity imbalance, the associated economic, societal, and environmental costs are expected to be further 
exacerbated. It is worth noting that, in Europe in 2013 the demand-capacity mismatch was responsible for €6.72 billion in passenger 
costs, €4.5 billion in airline costs, and significant CO2 emissions (IATA, 2013). Supply side interventions can be used to restore this 
demand-capacity imbalance. However, the size of the airport capacity expansion investments, the reaction of the communities located 
in the vicinity of proposed airport sites, the scarcity of space, and the long horizon associated with the implementation of capacity 
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expansion projects suggest that we should turn our attention to demand side interventions for short term solutions to the demand- 
capacity imbalance problem (Zografos et al., 2017b). Airport slot allocation is acknowledged by researchers and practitioners as an 
effective tool for scheduling slots and managing demand at congested airports. Outside United States (U.S.)1, the IATA Worldwide 
Scheduling Guidelines (WSG) (IATA, 2019) are used to schedule slots at congested airports. 

A key policy concept of the IATA WSG is the consideration of a well-defined hierarchy for satisfying airport slot requests. This 
hierarchical structure is based on the recognition of historical airport usage rights for different airlines. Specifically, this hierarchy 
classifies the slot requests to Historic, Changes to Historic, New Entrants, and Other. For a detailed description of the guidelines 
defining the different classes and the associated rights of slot requests the reader is referred to the latest version of the IATA WSG 
(IATA, 2019). The optimum allocation of slots at congested airports has also attracted the attention of the research community and a 
variety of optimization models have been proposed incorporating the IATA hierarchical structure for the satisfaction of slots (for more 
details on the most related literature we refer the readers to section 2). In addition to considering the IATA WSG hierarchical allocation 
requirements, existing models have used objectives and constraints that reflect other aspects of the IATA WSG such as the need to 
allocate the slots for an entire scheduling season2 considering series of slot requests3. 

Existing studies have introduced single and multi-objective formulations to optimize slot allocation decisions. Single objective 
formulations (Zografos et al., 2012) aimed to minimise schedule displacement, i.e. the total absolute difference between the requested 
and allocated times across all slot requests. Multi-objective formulations considered the schedule displacement objective in combi-
nation with one or more objectives, i.e. maximum displacement, the number of displaced/violated/rejected requests and fairness 
metrics. The decision-making environment of the slot allocation problem is characterized by multiple levels corresponding to the 
different echelons of the hierarchy that dictates the priority for the satisfaction of different types of slot requests, and multiple ob-
jectives reflecting the views of the different stakeholder groups involved in and affected by the slot scheduling process. The current 
state of the art (a thorough literature review is presented in the following section) includes models that have analysed trade-offs 
between the objectives of the same level of the hierarchy, as well as models that can examine trade-offs among the slot scheduling 
objectives when all slots are satisfied simultaneously without considering different priorities for their satisfaction. 

Therefore, the literature currently lacks solution approaches which can provide a systematic way for examining the trade-offs 
among multiple objectives across all levels of the slot allocation hierarchy and the airport schedule as a whole. The examination of 
these trade-offs is of importance in making slot scheduling decisions, since it can produce additional solutions that may facilitate a 
more cooperative decision making, and eventually result in schedules that are more acceptable by all stakeholders. In addition, the 
analysis of the relationship between the schedules of the individual priorities and the schedule-wide4 solution, may indicate the slot 
priorities and the extent that they must compromise their slot scheduling objectives in order to improve the efficiency of the airport 
schedule as a whole. This analysis is particularly useful for airport slot coordinators since it suggests a range of alternative slot al-
locations that can improve the overall efficiency of the airport slot schedule. The slot coordinators in cooperation with other stake-
holders, i.e. airlines, airport operators, can choose the schedules that minimise the problems arising from the conflicting requirements 
of airlines’ slot requests. In a nutshell, the generation of multiple schedule-wide alternatives supports slot coordinators on two of their 
main roles (IATA, 2019): (a) the offering of advice to airlines and relevant authorities regarding all areas which are likely to better 
manage demand and congestion; and (b) the resolution of problems arising by the differing needs of airlines requesting slots at the 
airport. 

This gap is addressed in this study, which builds upon work presented previously in the extended abstract of (Katsigiannis and 
Zografos, 2019) by: (i) proposing and implementing a solution methodology that introduces multi-level considerations and produces a 
wide spectrum of non-dominated slot schedules while considering IATA’s slot request prioritisation; (ii) formulating and solving a 
tri-objective mixed integer program which considers slot scheduling efficiency and demand-based fairness while simultaneously 
bounding worst-case displacement across all requests; (iii) demonstrating the implications of the proposed framework for policy and 
practice. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of previous related work and further elaborates 
on the arguments justifying the need for the proposed model and solution approach. Section 3 presents the formulation of the proposed 
model. Section 4 includes the proposed solution algorithm as well as the rationale behind its architecture and design. Section 5 de-
scribes our experimental setup and presents the application and the implications of the proposed model and algorithm for scheduling 
slots at a real-world slot coordinated airport. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work and provides recommendations for future research. 

2. Previous related work 

Airport slot allocation methods fall into one of the following three categories: (i) administrative; (ii) market-based; and (iii) hybrid, 

1 Airports within the U.S. do not manage demand for airport capacity (with the exception of airports that follow the High-Density Rule (HDR)). 
Instead, airlines schedule their flights based on a mechanism which considers expected delays.  

2 The airport slot scheduling calendar is based on two scheduling seasons. The Summer season typically starts on the last Sunday of March and 
lasts till the last Saturday of October. Accordingly, the winter season starts on the last Sunday of October and finishes on the last Saturday of March.  

3 “A series of slots is at least 5 slots requested allocated for the same or approximately same time on the same day-of-the-week, distributed regularly in the 
same season” (IATA, 2019).  

4 The term schedule-wide is herein used to signify the performance of the airport slot schedule across all the requests that it contains and 
differentiate it from the performance of the schedules of each priority level. 
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i.e. approaches that combine administrative and market-based methods. For more information on the description and classification of 
available airport slot allocation and scheduling methods we refer the reader to (Zografos et al., 2017b). The research reported in this 
paper deals with the scheduling of slots at a single airport using administrative approaches deriving from the IATA WSG. Therefore, our 
literature review is focussed on this part of the literature. However, where appropriate, we are also reviewing models that have 
extended the single airport slot scheduling problem to network-wide slot allocation (Corolli et al., 2014; Pellegrini et al., 2017). 

Zografos et al. (2012) first formulated the airport slot scheduling problem as a single objective integer optimization model. The 
proposed model considered the IATA requirement for allocating series of slots for the entire scheduling season. The objective of this 
model was to minimize total schedule displacement, subject to aircraft turn-around, and airport capacity constraints. Zografos and 
Jiang (2016, 2019) proposed two bi-objective formulations of the slot scheduling problem by extending the model presented in 
Zografos et al. (2012) through the consideration of fairness, and total weighted schedule displacement as an additional slot scheduling 
objective. The proposed fairness objective was based on a fairness index which postulates that schedule displacement should be 
allocated to each airline proportionally to the number of requested slots. Under a perfectly fair schedule the fairness index of all airlines 
should be equal to one. This value represents the absolute schedule fairness. However, due to operational and capacity constraints 
absolute schedule fairness cannot be achieved. Therefore, an alternative measure of fairness was used to express the fairness objective 
(Zografos and Jiang, 2016, 2019; Jiang and Zografos, 2017). The fairness objective in the study of (Zografos and Jiang, 2016, 2019) 
seeks to minimise the maximum difference between the fairness index of each airline from the average fairness index of all airlines. 
(Jiang and Zografos, 2017) proposed a fairness metric that minimises the maximum distance from the absolute fairness. The weighted 
schedule displacement objective introduced in Zografos and Jiang (2016) weights the displacement according to the size of the aircraft 
operating the slot as well as the flight length. The incorporation of such weights in the displacement objective favours (within the same 
level of hierarchy) slot requests that correspond to flights with longer distance and more passengers. Zografos and Jiang (2019) found 
within the same level of the hierarchy of slot requests, trade-offs between schedule efficiency (displacement) and schedule fairness. 
Furthermore, they found that the price of fairness, i.e. the total extra displacement that should be encountered by all slot requests (of 
the same slot priority) in order to achieve a given level of fairness, differs among the different levels of the hierarchy of slots. It is worth 
noting that fairness has been incorporated in network wide slot allocation models (Pellegrini et al., 2017). 

Zografos et al. (2017a) formulated two additional bi-objective models. The first model minimizes total and maximum schedule 
displacement, while the second minimizes total displacement and the number of violated slot assignments. In the latter model, violated 
slot assignments are defined as the slot assignments that exceed a threshold of acceptable displacement. The maximum displacement 
objective minimises the worst case of displacement across all slots requested and can be perceived as a ‘guaranteed measure of the 
quality of the schedule ’ that can be provided by a given airport (Zografos et al., 2017a) . Zografos et al. (2017a) and Zografos and Jiang 
(2019) solved the bi-objective slot allocation problem considering historic, new entrant and other requests and investigated trade-offs 
between the objectives of the proposed bi-objective formulations under the following two regimes: (i) a regime that considers historical 
slot usage rights (hierarchical slot allocation); and (ii) a regime that considers all slot requests simultaneously (non-hierarchical slot 
allocation). It was found that the simultaneous slot scheduling outperforms the sequential approach leading to lower total schedule 
displacement. However, the resulting performance improvement is on the expense of the historic slot requests (Zografos and Jiang, 
2019). 

Fairbrother et al. (2019) and Fairbrother and Zografos (2018a), proposed a two-stage slot allocation mechanism which in-
corporates fairness and airline preferences. In the first stage a fair reference schedule is constructed using a new fairness measure called 
demand-based fairness. This builds on the work of Zografos and Jiang (2016, 2019), and Jiang and Zografos (2017) by defining a 
fairness metric which considers slot requests made during peak demand periods. The amount of displacement allocated to an airline in 
the first stage is referred to as the displacement budget. In the second stage, airlines must specify how this displacement should be 
distributed along each of their slot requests according to their operational needs and priorities. This mechanism then adjusts the 
reference schedule to meet airlines’ needs. A key aspect of the proposed mechanism is that it does not require airlines to disclose 
information regarding their internal valuation of slots, and that it produces airline Pareto Optimal (non-dominated) schedules. 

Ribeiro et al. (2018) introduced a formulation which models the IATA hierarchical allocation in a more detailed manner. In 
addition to historic, new entrant, and other slot requests, the proposed model explicitly considers the “changes to historics” as a distinct 
slot priority, providing a more accurate representation of the hierarchical slot allocation. They formulated the model using a weighted 
quadr-objective function minimising the number of rejected slots, maximum displacement, schedule displacement, and the number of 
displaced slot requests. Pre-emptive objective function weights were used resulting in a lexicographic optimisation model. The 
resulting model was tested on two airports. For the tested problem instances the resulting models were reduced to tri-objective for-
mulations since the capacity profile of the test airports did not lead to rejected slots. The reported computational results study the bi- 
objective trade-offs between total displacement and maximum displacement; and total displacement versus the number of displaced 
slot requests. 

The slot scheduling problem has been also addressed in the US slot scheduling context (Jacquillat and Odoni, 2015; Jacquillat and 
Vaze, 2018; Pyrgiotis and Odoni, 2015). There are several commonalities between the IATA-based and the U.S-based models, i.e. the 
constraints and the objective functions. However, a distinguishing feature of the literature concerning the U.S, decision context (except 
for the priority-based structure), is that they schedule slots for a single day of operations, while IATA-based models consider the entire 
scheduling season. Pyrgiotis and Odoni (2015) proposed a model for scheduling slots at network level. This model minimises a 
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scalarised objective function by jointly considering maximum and total displacement. Jacquillat and Odoni (2015) proposed an in-
tegrated approach which optimises simultaneously the airport slot schedule and utilisation of airport capacity. For the optimisation of 
the airport slot scheduling interventions they optimised lexicographically the maximum and total displacement objectives. The ca-
pacity utilisation part controls runway configuration so as to alter the arrival and departure service rates and eventually minimise 
tactical congestion costs. More recently, Jacquillat and Vaze (2018) introduced a multi-level model which studies the trade-off be-
tween efficiency and inter-airline equity, i.e. a fair balancing of displacement among airlines under on-time performance consider-
ations. They minimise lexicographically maximum and total displacement metrics. Interestingly, on the second level of their solution 
approach they minimise lexicographically the maximum and total schedule displacement of each airline in a descending order, i.e. the 
airline with the largest maximum or total displacement are optimised first. Under this solution approach they are able to introduce 
fairness considerations applying the min–max fairness scheme proposed in Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975). 

Ribeiro et al. (2019) proposed a weighted total displacement function which considers the total displacement objective for the 
historic, changes to historic, new entrants and other requests. However, this approach does not provide a systematic way for studying 
the trade-offs among the multiple levels of the slot request hierarchy regarding multiple objectives. 

The literature review revealed that the state-of-the-art lacks solution approaches that can systematically investigate the multi- 
objective trade-offs among the slot request priorities and the schedule-wide performance of the airport. Existing research studies 
examine the effect of compromising the objectives of the different slot scheduling priorities either implicitly, by solving for all requests 
simultaneously (Zografos et al., 2017a; Ribeiro et al., 2018; Fairbrother et al., 2019; Zografos and Jiang, 2019) or by solely studying 
compromises using a single objective (Ribeiro et al., 2019). 

3. Model formulation 

In this section, we formulate a Tri-Objective Slot Allocation Model (TOSAM) which jointly considers total displacement, maximum 
displacement and demand-based fairness. Total displacement represents a commonly accepted measure of scheduling efficiency 
(Zografos et al., 2012), while maximum displacement acts as a metric of the quality of service of the airport (Jacquillat and Odoni, 
2015; Jacquillat and Vaze, 2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018; Zografos et al., 2017a) minimising the worst-case displacement across all slot 
requests. Demand-based fairness is also considered, requiring that the displacement experienced by each airline should be proportional 
to the peak requests that it submits (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 2018a). Fairness is an important aspect of the 
airport slot allocation process, since IATA WSG require the fair and non-discriminatory treatment of the submitted requests (IATA, 
2019). Interestingly, IATA and Airports Council International (ACI) have jointly agreed on the development of a slot allocation 
procedure that ensures the ‘transparency, certainty, consistency, fairness and non-discrimination’ of the airport slot allocation process 
(ICAO, 2016). In what follows we present the mathematical structure and notation of the TOSAM. 

Input data sets 

A : set of airlines requesting slots denoted by a 
M : set of request series denoted by m with cardinality |M|

Ma : set of request series of airline a 
MArr(Dep) : MArr ∪ MDep = MTotal, set of arrival (departure) series 
P⊆MArr × MDep : set of paired requests (mArr,mDep) indexed by p 
D : set of days in scheduling season denoted by d 
Dm : {1,⋯, |Dm|}, set of days that slot request m is to operate 
C = {15,30,60} : set of capacity constraint durations indexed by c 
T = {1,⋯, |T|} : set of time intervals per day indexed by t, t’ 
K : {Arr,Dep,Total} set of movement types denoted byk 
Mk : set of request series of movement type k 

Parameters 

tm : requested time for slot series m 

Ad
t

(
Dd

t

)
=

{
1, if time t of day d is an arrival (departure) peak period
0, otherwise   

Tmax,p,Tmin,p : maximum and minimum turnaround times of paired request p 
uk

d,t,c : capacity for movement k for period [t, t+c) on day d based on time scale c 
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ηd,m =

{
1, if request series m is requested on day d
0, otherwise   

ρa =

∑
m∈MArr

a

∑
d∈Dm

Ad
tm +

∑
m∈MDep

a

∑
d∈D

Dd
tm

max
{∑

m∈MArr

∑
d∈Dm

Ad
tm +

∑
m∈MDep

∑
d∈D

Dd
tm ,1

}: the number of peak requests of airline a in relation to the total number of peak requests 

Decision variables and expressions  

xt,m =

{
1, if request m is allocated to time t
0, otherwise   

μa =

∑
m∈Ma

∑
t∈T |t− tm |xt,m∑

m∈M

∑
t∈T

|t− tm |xt,m
ρ− 1

a : the demand-based fairness index of airline a (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 2018a) 

expressing the share of total displacement of each airline should be proportional to the share of peak requests that it submits (ρa)

Base model 
The objective function of TOSAM is: 

minimise Z =

⎧
⎨

⎩

∑

m∈M

⏞ ∑

t∈T
|Dm||t − tm|xt,m

Z1

, max
∀m∈M

⏞
|t − tm|
Z2

,max
∀a∈A

⏞
|μa − 1|
Z3

⎫
⎬

⎭
(3.1) 

Subject to: 
∑

t∈T
xm,t = 1,∀ m ∈ M (3.2)  

∑

m∈Mk

∑

t’∈[t,t+c− 1]

ηd,mxt’ ,m ≤ uk
d,t,c, ∀ k ∈ K, d ∈ D, c ∈ C, t ∈ [1, |T| − c + 1 ] (3.3)  

Tmin,p ≤
∑

t∈T

(
xt,mDep t

)
−
∑

t∈T

(
xt,mArr t

)
≤ Tmax,p, ∀ p ∈ P (3.4) 

Expression (3.1) minimizes the total displacement5 (Z1), maximum displacement (Z2) and maximum deviation from the absolute 
value of demand-based fairness (Z3). When the fairness index (μa) is less than one, then airline a is experiencing less displacement in 
relation to the peak requests that it has submitted(ρa). On the other hand, for values of μa greater than one, the displacement that the 
airline will experience is greater than the proportion of its slot requests at peak times. Therefore, objective function Z3 is minimised, 
since we would like μa to take values close to one (value of absolute fairness). Constraints (3.2) ensure that each of the requests will be 
allocated to a time slot (Fairbrother and Zografos, 2018a; Fairbrother et al., 2019). Moreover, constraints (3.3) are rolling capacity 
constraints for each type of movement-constraint (arrival, departures, or total movements) meaning that the total number of move-
ments scheduled within various time intervals (e.g.15 or 60 min), must not exceed the capacity of the airport for this movement and 
interval. Constraints (3.4) are turnaround time constraints which require that the time difference between two paired requests, should 
not be less than the lower turnaround time (Tmin,p) or larger than the maximum turnaround time (Tmax,p). 

4. Solution methodology 

In this section we present the multi-level, multi-objective airport slot allocation solution framework. Before diving deeper into the 
proposed solution methodology, herein we provide some key concepts of multi-objective programming underpinning the under-
standing of the algorithms and concepts presented in the remainder of the document. 

4.1. Prerequisites: Concepts and definitions 

In multi-objective programming the notion of optimality is expressed through the concept of non-dominated solutions (differently 
stated as Pareto optimal solutions). 

5 In (3.1), |t − tm| measures the absolute deviation from the requested time (tm). Therefore, if request m is scheduled at time t’, then xt’ ,m = 1 and 
the displacement of m will be equal to |t’ − tm|. 
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Definition 1:. Non-dominated solution/schedule: A solution x’ belonging to the feasible space of the problem (X) is said to be non- 
dominated or Pareto optimal if ∄ x ∈ X/x’ : Z(x) ≤ Z(x’), and Zi(x) ≤ Zi(x’) for at least one objective (i) in the objective set. 

In addition, there are algorithms that do not necessarily result in non-dominated solutions having useful properties for practice 
(please note that we use the terms solution/point interchangeably). These are the weakly non-dominated and dominated points which 
are defined as follows. 

Definition 2:. Weakly non-dominated solution/schedule: A solution x’ belonging to the feasible space of the problem (X) is said to be 
weakly non-dominated or weakly Pareto optimal if ∄ x ∈ X/x’ : Z(x) < Z(x’). 

As per Definition 2 a weakly non-dominated point exists if there is no other point that improves all objective functions simulta-
neously. If there is such a point x, then x’ is said to be dominated. 

4.2. Multi-level, multi-objective solution framework 

To provide additional insights on the slot allocation problem, we will situate it in a multi-objective multi-level solution framework. 
In a multi-level decision-making process, decisions of different entities belonging to different levels are applied sequentially with 

each of them optimising their respective objective functions independently. Decision entities whose decisions follow each other are 
referred to as leaders and followers. This architecture implies that while the leader is free to determine their own decision, the followers’ 
decisions are constrained by the leaders’ decisions. Even though leaders’ decisions greatly affect followers’ decision space, the de-
cisions of the followers’ do not explicitly affect the feasible decision space of the leaders. In a multi-objective multi-level problem, each 
decision entity is attempting to find an efficient solution with respect to multiple objectives. We observe that the IATA-based airport 
slot scheduling problem shares similar characteristics with the multi-level multi-objective decision-making problem defined above, 
since:  

• The decision process is composed of interacting decision-making levels with a hierarchical structure, i.e. slot priorities;  
• The decisions of the lower levels, i.e. the slots available to accommodate the levels’ requests, are defined after and only after the 

decisions of the leading levels have been made; 

Fig. 1. An example illustrating the advantages of the proposed multilevel solution approach.  
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• For each level, the objectives are optimised independently without considering lower levels’ actions, hence lower levels are 
constrained by the decisions of the leaders; and  

• The quality of the schedule depends on multiple criteria, i.e. schedule displacement, maximum displacement etc. 

The solution methodology that we propose differentiates from existing airport slot scheduling solution algorithms, since instead of 
selecting a single reference solution for each level (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Zografos and Jiang, 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 
2018a), it reports a set of solutions with respect to multiple objectives and solves the corresponding optimisation problems. By 
acknowledging that the decisions made for the lower priority levels of the slot hierarchy depend on the decisions made at the higher 
levels, we report additional schedule-wide, non-dominated solutions than those explored by solely optimising the objective functions 
of each level under the hierarchical and lexicographic approaches. 

To better illustrate how multilevel considerations may yield additional non-dominated slot scheduling solutions, we provide an 
illustrative toy-example (Fig. 1) considering the first two levels (historic and changes to historic requests) of the slot allocation process. 
The example illustrates that schedule-wide efficient solutions may occur from branches which in previous levels did not result in non- 
dominated schedules (outer right node of historic’s level). In particular, in the first level (historic) of the example, only the middle two 
schedules are non-dominated (green shaded). However, the first and last points of the historic level are weakly dominated with respect 
to the maximum displacement and fairness objectives respectively. As a result, by considering only non-dominated schedules at the 
first level, we report only two non-dominated schedule-wide solutions. By discarding the weakly-dominated solutions at the upper 
level (historic), non-dominated solutions at the lower level are discarded as well. Hence, it may be worth examining weakly dominated 
solutions, if and only if they lead to non-dominated schedule-wide results, since they may result in additional schedule-wide solutions 
that are preferred by the stakeholders. When considering the weakly dominated solutions of the historic level, an additional schedule- 
wide non-dominated point is reported (outer right node of the changes to historic). Therefore, Fig. 1 suggests that by comparing 
solutions at the schedule-wide level, we obtain non-dominated schedule-wide solutions that would otherwise be eliminated (outer 
right node of changes to historics’ level). Therefore, solution methods that consider points which are not necessarily non-dominated, 
can produce additional schedule-wide non-dominated solutions and result in frontiers of higher cardinality. This observation is for-
malised in the following proposition and remark. 

Proposition 1.. Non-dominated schedule-wide solutions may be generated from solutions which are not necessarily non-dominated at the 
preceding hierarchical levels. 

Proof.. Assume that non-dominated schedule-wide solutions occur only from previous levels’ solutions which are non-dominated. In addition, 
assume two airport slot schedules consisting of four decision-levels concerning historic (H), changes to historic (CH), new entrants’ (NE) and 
others’ (O) requests, denoted by s1 and s2. Now assume that s1 is weakly non-dominated at the NE level by s2 such that ZNE

1 (s2) < ZNE
1 (s1) and 

ZNE
i (s2) = ZNE

i (s1), i = 2,3 and share the same parent solutions at the H and CH levels. Having solved for the O level based on s1 and s2 we 
observe that ZO

1 (s1) < ZO
2 (s2) and ZO

i (s1) = ZO
i (s2), i = 2, 3. This means that s2 is weakly dominated by s1 if 

ZNE
1 (s1) − ZNE

1 (s2) < ZO
2 (s2) − ZO

1 (s1). However, if this logical condition is true, it contradicts the initial hypothesis that non-dominated schedule- 
wide solutions occur only from solutions which are non-dominated at all decision-levels. Therefore, non-dominated schedule-wide solutions may 
occur from points that are weakly non-dominated at a priority level. 

Remark.. Based on Proposition 1, solutions which are weakly non-dominated at a slot request priority are acceptable, if and only if they result 
in larger benefits in the following priority levels. 

The proposed multi-level framework is further detailed in section 4.4 where we present our solution algorithm. 

4.3. Single objective transformation 

Before proceeding to the multi-level algorithm for solving the hierarchical slot allocation problem with multi-objective consid-
erations, there is need to provide linear transformations for the non-linear objective functions of TOSAM (Z2 and Z3), so that this 
problem can be solved by standard integer linear programming methods. Although the maximum displacement (Z2) can be linearized 
through an additional auxiliary decision variable and constraints (Ribeiro et al., 2018; Zografos et al., 2017a), the fairness objective 
(Z3), can only be linearized as a constraint (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Zografos and Jiang, 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 2018a, 
2018b). Fortunately, efficient multi-objective optimisation algorithms such as the ε-constraint (Haimes, 1971) work by optimising one 
objective while constraining the others. Therefore, we transform TOSAM (rTOSAM) with the use of the following expressions: 

minimise Z1 =
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T
|Dm||t − tm|xt,m (4.1) 

Subject to (3.2)-(3.4) and: 

|t − tm|xt,m ≤ εZ2 ,∀t ∈ T,m ∈ M (4.2)  

(
1 − εZ3

)
ρa

∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T
|t − tm|xt,m ≤

∑

m∈Mα

∑

t∈T
|t − tm|xt,m ≤

(
1 + εZ3

)
ρa

∑

m∈M

∑

t∈T
|t − tm|xt,m,∀ a ∈ A (4.3) 

Expression (4.1) minimizes the total displacement objective. Constraints (4.2) and (4.3), aid in the linearization of objectives Z2 and 
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Z3 by taking as input upper bounds to their values (εZ2 , εZ3 ). 

4.4. Multi-level solution approach 

Having provided linear expressions for our non-linear objectives (Z2 and Z3) we now propose an algorithm (Algorithm 2) solving 
the rTOSAM according to the hierarchical slot scheduling regime. In doing so, we denote Γ : {H,CH,NE,Oth} to be the set of priorities 
where H,CH,NE and Othrepresent the standard slot coordination priorities, i.e. historic, changes to historic, new entrant and other 
slot requests respectively. Denoting by Mγ the set of requests of priority level γ ∈ Γ the whole set of slot requests can be expressed as 
M =

⋃

γ∈Γ
Mγ. 

In multi-level programming, finding efficient schedule-wide solutions, requires the consideration of all the feasible combinations of 
the decision variables that yield minimum values for the objectives at each level (Zhang et al., 2010). However, the exploration of all 
such combinations of feasible solutions, even for single objective problems would be intractable. Indeed, there are no general exact 
algorithms able to aid in the efficient solution of multi-level, multi-objective problems (Cappanera and Scaparra, 2010). As a result, 
previous research attempts solving bi-level, multi-objective problems have employed heuristic algorithms so as to provide sets of non- 
dominated solutions in more tractable solution times (Deb and Sinha, 2010). 

Our approach differentiates from the existing heuristic approaches and is described as follows (Algorithm 2). For a fixed fairness 
level, our method calculates a set of schedules with schedule and maximum displacement objectives. For each of the generated 
schedules the remaining capacity of the airport is calculated (and u is updated), and weakly-dominated/non-dominated schedules are 
generated for the next priority (using Algorithm 1). Once all priority levels are processed, a schedule-wide solution constructed from 
the solutions of each priority level is added to list. This process is repeated for a given set of fairness levels (εZ3 ) that are used to express 
the linear constraints for demand-based fairness (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Zografos and Jiang, 2016, 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 
2018a). As a final step, the generated schedule-wide solutions are filtered out using the dominance criterion so that we end up with a 
list of schedules which are non-dominated with respect to the schedule-wide objectives. 

Algorithm 1. Sub-process for generating solutions at level γ based on fairness threshold εZ3 = δ   

input:Mγ , u, δ # slot requests of level γ, capacity, fairness value(εZ3 = δ)
output: Yγ

δ # list of solutions in level γ based on fairness valueδ  
1 Yγ

δ←[]; #initialise the set of solutions of levelγ  
2 LBγ

Z2
←rTOSAM(Z2, cap = u, reqs = Mγ ,Z1 = None,Z2 = None,Z3 = δ)Z2; #lower bound ofZ2  

3 if γ = NE then:  
4  UBγ

Z2
←max(1hour,LBγ

Z2
); #for NE the upper bound of Z2 is set equal to 1 h or equal to the lower bound  

5 else: 
6  UBγ

Z2
←rTOSAM(Z1, cap = u, reqs = Mγ ,Z1 = None,Z2 = None,Z3 = δ)Z2; # upper bound ofZ2  

7 for i ∈
[
LBγ

Z2
,UBγ

z2

]
do: # iterate between the lower and the upper bound ofZ2  

8  s←rTOSAM(Z1, cap = u, reqs = Mγ ,Z1 = None,Z2 = i,Z3 = δ); # optimise Z1 subject to the current value of Z2  

9  if s is feasible then:  
10   if i ∕= s.Z2 then: #i not binding the value ofZ2  

11    Break; # stop loop 

12   else: 
13    append s to Yγ

δ;  
14 return Yγ

δ;  
Notes: # stands for comments on the algorithmic process; in bold are common algorithmic functions; solution of the transformation of TOSAM minimising 

objective Z1 with rolling capacity u, priority requests γ, and ε constraints for the three objectivesεZi , i = 1,2, 3 respectively {rTOSAM(Z1 , cap = u, reqs =
Mγ ,Z1 = εZ1 ,Z2 = εZ2 ,Z3 = εZ3 )}; The dot (.) after lines 2 and 6 denotes the utilisation of the value of objective Z2.   

The process of finding schedules at a given priority level which are efficient with respect to schedule displacement and maximum 
displacement is detailed in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 extends the ε-constraint approach (Haimes, 1971) and builds on other solution 
approaches which include fairness metrics (Fairbrother et al., 2019; Zografos and Jiang, 2019; Fairbrother and Zografos, 2018a, 
2018b). However, in contrast to previous research attempts, ‘new entrants’ maximum displacement is set to be between the lower 
bound obtained in line 2 of the algorithm and one hour. This limit to the maximum displacement of this slot priority is according to 
IATA’s WSG, since new entrants’ requests who are accommodated within one hour from their initially requested time, should either 
accept or lose the new entrant status (IATA, 2019). 

Therefore, by limiting the displacement of new entrants to one hour (lines 3,4 of Algorithm 1) we serve two purposes. First, we 
address the aforementioned policy rule and second, the number of solutions to be considered is limited, thus reducing the complexity of 
the overall solution process. For a priority level γ and fairness value δ, Algorithm 1 is initiated by calculating the lower and upper 
bounds of maximum displacement (Z2) under the given fairness level (lines 2, 6). Then, for each value of maximum displacement 
defined by these bounds, total displacement is optimised (line 8), thus providing a weakly dominated schedule. Building on 
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Proposition 1 and in accordance to the IATA’s hierarchical allocation of slots, we have designed Algorithm 1 so as to introduce 
reasonable sacrifices (expressed in the form of weakly dominated schedules) at the upper levels of the hierarchy. This property of 
Algorithm 1 is formalised in the following proposition (Proposition 2). 

Algorithm 2. A multi-level algorithm for the rTOSAM 

Proposition 2.. If s (see line 8 of Algorithm 1) is feasible, then it is a weakly non-dominated solution. 

Proof.. Suppose s is feasible but it is not a weakly non-dominated point. Then there must exist a solution s’ ∈ Yγ
δ having Zi(s’) < Zi(s), i = 1, 2,

3. Therefore, based on the bounds set by the ε-constraints for the maximum displacement and demand-based fairness objectives (see line 8 of 
Algorithm 1), Zi(s’) < Zi(s) ≤ εzi , i = 2, 3 and Z1(s’) < Z1(s), which however contradicts the optimality of s. 

Additionally, when the maximum displacement of an airport slot schedule is known, we reduce the number of decision variables 
(xt,m) needed, since some of them, will not be used (see Proposition 3 below). Therefore, we embed this property in line 8 of Algorithm 
1, where instead of generating xt,m∀t ∈ T,m ∈ M we only generate xt,m∀t ∈ (tm − i, tm + i),m ∈ M. 

Proposition 3.. Knowing the maximum displacement (εZ3 ) that a schedule will receive, we may reduce the number of decision variables by 
|M||T| − 2|M|εZ3 .

Proof.. The maximum displacement of the problem solved in line 8 of Algorithm 1 is known, since εZ2 = i ∈
[
LBγ

Z2
,UBγ

z2

]
. Therefore, in any 

feasible solution that has Z2 ≤ εZ2 , it is true that ∀m ∈ M∄t > tm +εZ2 , t < tm − εZ2 such as xt,m > 0. Hence, ∀m ∈ M 
onlyxt,m∀t ∈ (tm − i, tm + i) are required. As a result, only 2|M|εZ3 variables are generated, reducing the number of decision variables by 
|M||T| − 2|M|εZ3 . 

The overall algorithm for generating a set of schedule-wide non-dominated solutions is detailed in Algorithm 2. The algorithm 
iterates over a list of fairness values (Δ) and generates schedules for each priority level of the scheduling hierarchy of IATA. Note that 
by using the same fairness values across all priority levels, we reduce the complexity of the search for efficient solutions and schedule 
all requests with the same fairness considerations no matter what their priority level is. Since all requests must be treated in a fair and 
transparent manner (IATA, 2019), that is to ensure that within each schedule all requests will be treated under a harmonised fairness 
threshold no matter what their priority level is. 

At this point, it is important to note that each feasible solution provided by each iteration of the proposed algorithm is solved to 
optimality based on the current maximum displacement and fairness thresholds (optimality gap smaller that 1e-4). 

input:M, u,Δ # slot requests, capacity, list of fairness values  
output: Y # list of efficient schedule-wide solutions  

1 Y←[]; # initialise the empty list of solutions  
2 for δ ∈ Δ do:  
3  YH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MH,u,δ); # solve for historic requests  
4  for sH ∈ YH

δ do:  
5   uCH←copy of u; # re-initialise capacity  
6   update uCH based on solution sH;  
7   YCH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MCH ,uCH ,δ); # solve for changes to historic requests  
8    for sCH ∈ YCH

δ do:  
9     uNE←copy of u;  
10     update uNEbased on solutions sH, sCH;  
11     YNE

δ ←Algorithm 1(MNE,uNE,δ); # solve for new entrant requests  
12     for sNE ∈ YNE

δ do:  
13      uOth←copy of u;  
14      update uOthbased on solutions sH, sCH, sNE;  
15      YOth

δ ←Algorithm 1(MOth,uOth, δ); # solve for other requests  
16      for sOth ∈ YOth

δ do:  
17       sSW ←combine sH, sCH , sNE, sOth into a schedule-wide solution;  

18       append sSW to Y;  
19 filter out schedule-wide dominated solutions from Y;  
20 return Y;  
Notes: # stands for comments on the algorithmic process; in bold are common algorithmic functions; SW: schedule wide.   
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5. Application and results 

The application of Algorithm 2 provides valuable insights regarding: (i) the impact of schedule-wide performance considerations on 
the quality and spectrum of airport slot scheduling alternatives; (ii) the schedule-wide trade-offs between total schedule displacement, 
maximum displacement and demand-based fairness at a schedule coordinated airport; and (iii) the trade-offs between the objectives of 
the slot priorities (historic, changes to historic, new entrant, other) and their impact on the objective values of the reported schedule- 
wide slot scheduling solutions. 

It is also important to underline that the goal of our analysis is to demonstrate the potential benefit of compromising the slot 
scheduling objectives of the upper-level slot request priorities in favour of the schedule-wide solution. Therefore, a better under-
standing of the interactions between the requests belonging to different levels of the slot hierarchies and the way that they influence 
the overall slot schedule of the airport is also analysed. The work presented in this paper, serves as a discussion tool that can provide 
multiple non-dominated solutions from which the stakeholders of the airport system can later choose the one that better expresses their 
interests. Therefore, the detailed solution approach can facilitate and inform discussions among the interested stakeholders and 
therefore reduce their conflicts when negotiating (e.g. during the bi-annual slot coordination conference). 

In what follows this section describes the experimental setup and the data used for the allocation of slots at a real-world coordinated 
airport (Section 5.1); presents our experiments regarding points (i)-(iii) mentioned above (Section 5.2); and discusses the potential 
implications of our findings for decision and policy-making (Section 5.3). Finally, in section 5.4 we discuss criteria that can be used to 
filter out solutions based on the needs of the participating stakeholders. 

5.1. Data and experimental setup 

The data used concern the summer scheduling season of 2009 (from the 29th of March to the 26th of October) at a medium-sized 
regional European airport. The declared capacity of the airport is expressed using 15-minute and 1-hour intervals and can be seen in 
Table 1. Please note that in the following experiments the results concerning total and maximum displacement are expressed in 15- 
minute intervals. 

In the airport that is studied, the declared capacity imposes that within an hour timeframe (e.g. 10:45 – 11:45) no more than ten 
movements can be scheduled in total, while for the 15-minute time scale, no more than three. The declared capacity also puts an upper 
bound on the number of arrivals and departures that can be effectuated per hour (four and six accordingly). Please note that between 
Friday and Sunday, the capacity of the airport increases allowing either 5 arrivals, 6 departures or 11 movements in total. 

The second dataset that is essential for the application of our model is the initial request set. Table 2 provides a snapshot of the 
request set that exemplifies the structure of slot requests. 

The distribution of requests within the request set per priority type is given in Table 3, where we observe that the new entrants’ 
requests are the fewest among all request types and they include the smallest number of individual slots per request. 

Furthermore, the absence of year-round requests6 (action codes I, Y, V) indicates that the airport under analysis is schedule co-
ordinated only during the summer period. This is also explained by the fact that the airport is in a remote touristic area, which is 
characterised by summer seasonality. To conclude, even though the airport that we analyse is small, it is coordinated, and the available 
request set concerns over 1,300,000 passengers and more than 7,600 flight pairs which are distributed over 449 series of paired re-
quests or more than 15,000 individual slot requests. 

We test our model and algorithm using data from the airport case study described above. For all experiments presented in the 
following sections, we use Gurobi 8.1.0 (Gurobi Optimization, 2018) as our integer programming solver. The model and the proposed 
solution algorithm are implemented in Python 3.7 programming language (Rossum, 1995) using the Anaconda distribution. The re-
ported computational experiments were conducted on a computer having a 1.9-GHz Intel® i7-8650U central processing unit and 31.8 
GB of RAM, running on Windows 10 pro edition. For each iteration we solve rTOSAM looking for exact solutions (optimality gap less 
than 1e-4). 

We consider incremental changes (increment of 0.1) for discretised fairness levels (δ) ranging between the absolute value of fairness 
(δ = 0) and the maximum fairness value (1.7 in this case) that generates non-dominated solutions. Regarding the priority levels, we 
study a set Γ including the standard slot scheduling priorities of IATA, i.e. {H,CH,NE,Oth} (IATA, 2019). In addition, to reduce the size 
of the problem, we restrict the schedule-wide maximum displacement to 3.5 h (by modifying line 6 of Algorithm 1) since we observe 
that the trade-offs between schedule-wide maximum and total displacement become rather weak for all fairness levels when schedule- 
wide maximum displacement is greater than 2.5 h. Finally, regarding the turnaround time parameters used in constraints (3.4), i.e. 
Tmax,p and Tmin,p, we consider them to be equal to the initially requested arrival and departure times (tmDep − tmArr ). Please note that in 
graphs presented in the subsequent sections, the values of the maximum and total displacement objectives (Z1,Z2) are expressed in 15- 
minute intervals. 

6 With the term year-round operations, IATA (2019) refers to requests for operations to extend an existing operation into a year-round basis 
operation, i.e. for two scheduling seasons. 
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5.2. Results 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the results of the multi-level, multi-objective decision framework proposed in this study. 
The section comprises three sub-sections. Section 5.2.1 compares the proposed solution methodology with an alternative multi-level 
approach and an existing algorithm used to obtain non-dominated sets of airport slot schedules (points). 5.2.2 discusses the schedule- 
wide trade-offs among the three considered objectives, while section 5.2.3 presents and analyses the trade-offs among the objectives of 
the different priority levels and the schedule-wide objectives. The decision and policymaking implications obtained by the compu-
tational analyses of this section are discussed in 5.3. 

5.2.1. Comparison of alternative solution approaches 
To demonstrate the potential improvement in the range of schedules found by considering solutions which are not necessarily non- 

dominated with respect to the objectives of the hierarchy, we compare the performance of Algorithm 2 with two alternative solution 
approaches.  

(a) A frontier (identified as “frontier 2”) obtained by moving to lower priority levels only if the solutions at a given priority are non- 
dominated in comparison to other points which share the same solutions in each of the leading priority levels (triangular cyan 
points). This approach is an alternative to Algorithm 2 that allows less interactions between the objectives of the slot priorities 
and the schedule-wide solution. The approach for generating frontier 2 is detailed in Algorithm 3 (see Appendix) 

Table 1 
Airport’s declared capacity.  

Runway movement type 15 min (1 interval) 60 min (4 intervals) 

Arrivals – 4 (5) 
Departures – 6 
Total 3 10 (11) 

Notes: Capacity during Friday and weekends in parentheses. 

Table 2 
Structure of the request set.  

ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Label AC ANU DC DNU HF MHF HT MHT M T W H F S 
1 A1 1111 A1 1112 16 JUN 13 OCT 0 2 0 4 0 0 
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
|M| AN 9998 AN 9999 30 MAY 03 OCT 0 0 0 0 0 6 
ID 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

Label U SEN TYP AFR BFR AH AM DH DM V ADE BDE FY Q 
1 0 231 737 PRG PRG 12 55 13 55 0 PRG PRG JJ 3 
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 
|M| 0 167 321 BLL BLL 08 40 9 40 0 BLL BLL CC 1 

Notes: Arrival / Departure Company (AC/DC), Arrival/ Departure Number (ANU/DNU), first/ last day of operations (HF/HT), first/ last month of 
operations (MHF/MHT), Monday (M), Tuesday (T), Wednesday (W), Thursday (H), Friday (F), Saturday (S), Sunday (U), Seats Expected (SEN), type 
of aircraft (TYP), airport of origin (AFR), last stopover airport (BFR), Arrival/Departure Hour (AH/DH), Arrival/ Departure Minute (AM/DM), 
Overnight indicator (1 if the aircraft will depart the next day, or 0 if it departs the same day) (V), next stopover airport (ADE), destination airport 
(BDE), Service codes for the arrival and departure flights (FY where J/F: schedule passenger/ cargo flight, C/H: chartered passenger/cargo flight, P: 
positional, X: technical, D: general or private, N: Business aviation/ air taxi), frequency indicator (Q). 

Table 3 
Requests per priority and action code.    

Request series Individual requests 

Priority Action Code # % # % 

Historic F 126 28.1% 4304 28.0% 
Other N 222 49.5% 7412 48.1% 
Changes to historic R 55 12.2% 2264 14.7% 

L 22 4.9% 748 4.9% 
New entrant B 24 5.3% 660 4.3% 
All Total 449 100% 15,388 100% 

Notes: Changes to historic requests that are willing to accept slot times between the historic or the requested time (R), changes to historic requests that 
will only accept the historic slot if the requested time is not available (L) (IATA, 2019), percentage (%), number (#). 
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(b) A frontier (identified as “frontier 3”) obtained by moving to lower slot priority levels only if all leading levels result in non- 
dominated solutions (black crossed points). This approach is detailed in Algorithm 4 (see Appendix) and is similar to the 
considerations of multi-objective papers existing in the literature (Zografos et al., 2012, 2017a; Ribeiro et al., 2018; Zografos 
and Jiang, 2019; Ribeiro et al., 2019; Fairbrother et al., 2019). 

In Fig. 2 we provide boxplots summarising the solutions reported by Algorithms 2–4. We first observe that the cardinality (number 
of points) of frontiers 1 and 2 is significantly larger than that of frontier 3. Especially, frontier 3 is dominated by frontiers 1 and 2 since 
they report solutions which would have never been reported by frontier 3. In particular, frontier 3 reported non-dominated solutions 
that solely correspond to two demand-based fairness values (equal to 0.1 and 0.8). Fig. 2 demonstrates the increased cardinality 

Fig. 2. Boxplots summarising the solutions reported by the three frontiers.  

Table 4 
Comparative table of the three frontiers.  

Frontier Time to obtain (mins) Cardinality Hyper-volume 

frontier1 4870.1 57 139,186.5 
frontier 2 1723.9 59 126,949.7 
frontier 3 471.3 9 98,450.6 

Notes: For the calculation of the hyper-volume, we use the common nadir point of all frontiers. 
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resulting from the consideration of the multi-level interactions among the objectives of the slot scheduling priorities. However, in order 
to establish the dominance of the proposed multi-level solution approach (Algorithm 2), in a subsequent part of this section we provide 
quantitative evidence using a suitable aggregate metric, i.e. the hyper-volume indicator. For the historics’ level (sub-plots (a) and (b) of 
Fig. 2) we observe that frontier 1 dominates its counterparts in terms of cardinality and solution quality. Besides, in sub-lot (a) we 
observe that frontiers 1 and 2 outperform approaches that consider only non-dominated solutions at each level (frontier 3). Also, we 
observe that frontier 1 not only matches the quality of frontiers 2 and 3 but in addition provides additional solutions (hued by green 
colour). The total displacement (sub-lot (b)) of frontiers 1 and 2 is significantly lower (more than 60%) than pre-existing approaches 
(frontier 3) that reported similar maximum displacement (reduced from 600 X 15-minute intervals to 200). Similar findings are re-
ported for the changes to historics’ (CH) level (sub-plots (c) and (d) of Fig. 2). At the new entrants’ level (NE), frontier 1 reports the 
same values of maximum displacement with frontiers 2 and 3 but requires less deviation from the absolute value of fairness (the 
median value of demand-based fairness for maximum displacement equal to 4 is by 33% smaller in comparison to frontier 2 and by 
25% smaller in comparison to frontier 3). Furthermore, the sacrifices made at the upper priority levels (H,CH) allowed the generation 
of solutions with improved maximum displacement (33% reduction). At the other’s level, the improved trade-offs reported by frontier 1 
(for both demand-based fairness and maximum displacement) are visually evident (see sub-plots (g) and (h) of Fig. 2), since the 
boxplots representing frontier 1 match the quality of the ones of frontiers 2 and 3 and in several cases lie below the median or the 1st 
quartile of their counterparts; hence, reporting a frontier of improved quality. 

Additionally, at the schedule-wide level, the sacrifices that the upper slot priorities (historics’, changes to historics’ levels) accept in 
their objective functions yield improved overall airport slot scheduling efficiency, resulting in significantly improved total displace-
ment and demand-based fairness values for all values of maximum displacement. By comparing frontiers 1–3 we observe that demand- 
based fairness is significantly reduced, i.e. having lower values for all considered values of maximum displacement. For instance, when 
maximum displacement is equal to 7 (unit of measurement for displacement metrics is 15 min), frontier 1 results in an average fairness 
value of 0.62 in contrast to frontier 2 which reports a significantly increased value equal to 1.07 (72.5% increase). In contrast, frontier 3 
contained only one solution with maximum displacement equal to 7. The same impact is also observed for Z1 since for most reported 
values of maximum displacement, frontier 1 yields lower average total displacement values than frontiers 2 and 3. Using as an example 
schedules with maximum displacement equal to 7, we observe that frontier 1 results in 4.45% improvement (15271.8) in terms of Z1 in 
comparison to frontier 2 (15951.9). 

In Table 4 we consider three measures which are suitable for comparing three-dimensional efficient frontiers. These are the 
computational times required, the cardinality and the hyper-volume covered by each front. Hyper-volume can be used to assess 
efficient frontiers having more than two dimensions (Zitzler et al., 2003), since it is able to capture in a single scalar the distance of the 
solutions from the reference point and their spread across the objective space. In this occasion that the complete set of schedule-wide 
non-dominated points is not known a-priori, we must compare the sets of efficient solutions based on a pre-defined reference point. The 
reference point that is usually chosen is either the nadir point of the investigated frontiers, or a point with slightly worse coordinates for 
all objectives (Cao et al., 2015). In this approach we calculate the hyper-volume of each frontier based on their distance from their 
common nadir point using the LebMeasure algorithm discussed in While et al. (2006). 

Comparisons based on metrics used for assessing the quality of the three frontiers, illustrate that frontier 1 is better with respect to 
the quality and diversity of its schedule-wide solutions (Table 4). By observing the reported computational times for each approach, it 
is obvious that frontier 1 is far more expensive than its counterparts demanding 3.38 days and the generation of 1052 schedule-wide 
solutions before terminating. However, it should be noted that the generation of each schedule-wide solution considered for frontier 1 
(number of schedule-wide solutions contained in Y before filtering), required on average less than 5 min to solve. For the generation of 
frontiers 2 and 3, the associated solution algorithms (Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4) examined 373 and 12 schedule-wide solutions 
respectively. The length of the decision horizon available to the coordinators (22 days) and the fact that the resulting frontier 
demonstrated improved hyper-volume in comparison to frontiers 2 (9.6%) and 3 (41.4%), renders the additional computational costs 
viable for the considered problem instance. We observe that there is an issue with the scalability of Algorithm 2, since for larger 
instances the increased number of schedule-wide solutions and the subsequent computational times would be impractical. This 
observation supports the need for suggesting suitable heuristic and schedule/solution elicitation solution algorithms. 

Despite its computational complexity, Algorithm 2 is essential to obtain the frontier of the highest quality (reporting the best hyper- 
volume) and therefore can be used as a benchmark for assessing the performance of heuristic algorithms. In addition, the proposed 
approach requires no prior information about the preferences of the interested stakeholders and generates a spectrum of efficient 
alternative solutions which explore the trade-offs of the objectives, the dynamics and the structure of the problem, thus guiding 
stakeholders to more informed decisions. Given the insights provided by the generated set of efficient solutions, the decision makers 
can express afterwards their preferences (a-posteriori articulation of preferences) so as to select the airport slot schedule that better suits 
their needs. The increased number of non-dominated solutions provides a wide spectrum of options to all interested parties and fa-
cilitates the choice of the most preferable solution. Therefore, the fact that the proposed framework assumes no preferences with 
respect to the values of the objectives and produces multiple solutions, is in accordance with the structure of the current decision- 
making process and can support the activities during the initial slot allocation. We further discuss potential criteria for selecting 
slot schedules from a set of alternatives in section 5.4. Alternatively, the informed views of the stakeholders can be articulated and used 
in a bi-level hybrid algorithm that will report reduced computational times and improved scalability for larger airport instances. The 
output of the proposed algorithm can be used to guide the opinions of the stakeholders which will be then used as bounds or goals in 
algorithms which are designed to make use of a-priori information producing a single solution in viable computational times, i.e. goal 
programming approaches. For more information on the synergies between a-posteriori and a-priori multi-objective solution algorithms 
we refer the reader to the review papers of Marler and Arora (2004) and Ehrgott (2005). It is worth noting that in the absence of 
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stakeholders’ preferences Algorithms 3 and 4 and the subsequent frontiers produced by their application (frontiers 2 and 3) are 
valuable for larger/harder cases of airport instances and provide a ‘starting point’ supplying limited yet informative insights. 

This proposed multi-level, multi-objective solution approach and the analyses enabled by the information that it provides, allow the 
systematic study of the trade-offs among the schedule-wide airport slot scheduling objectives. In addition, by proposing multiple non- 
dominated schedules, it provides alternatives that can study the trade-offs between the objectives of each priority and the schedule- 
wide performance across all priority levels. This decision-support capability may enable a more collaborative slot allocation process 
which can cater the differing requirements of the participating actors, i.e. airlines, coordinators and airport/local authorities. For 
instance, in the case that a certain airline (or multiple airlines) is/are not satisfied with its/their allocated slots, the coordinator may 
use an alternative solution (given as a non-dominated point) that is more acceptable to them. In addition, the proposed methodology 
can be used by all interested parties to study the impact of alternative allocations (with potential sacrifices at a certain slot scheduling 
priority) on schedule-wide results and allocations of lower priority levels. Besides, the architecture of the proposed algorithm and the 
explicit recognition of schedule-wide performance allow stakeholders to cooperate and achieve the improved utilisation of airport 
capacity. This is enabled through the seamless observation of the materialisation of their sacrifices which can inform decisions and lead 
to a mutually beneficial consensus. Further insights on the implications of the proposed methodology for policy and practice are 
provided in section 5.3. 

In this section we have proposed, implemented and applied three alternative multi-objective solution algorithms for producing 
airport slot schedules. Albeit, from the analyses presented in the previous sections, we have demonstrated that frontier 1 (generated by 
the multi-level considerations proposed in this work) dominates its counterparts. Hence, in the following sections, frontier 1 is dis-
cussed because of its diversity in terms of solutions, its improved hyper-volume (Table 4) and and its ability to provide decision support 
regarding the inter-priority objective trade-offs. frontier 1 is obtained by considering the interactions among the objectives of the 
different slot request priority levels (using Algorithm 2) and provides insights on trade-offs that are not studied previously by the 
literature, which are further detailed in the sections that follow. 

5.2.2. Trade-offs between the schedule-wide objectives 
We now examine in more detail the trade-offs between the objectives of the schedule-wide solutions, i.e. schedule displacement 

(Z1), maximum displacement (Z2) and demand-based fairness (Z3). These trade-offs are illustrated in two scatter plot matrices hued by 
the maximum displacement (Fig. 3) and demand-based fairness (Fig. 4) of each point. 

The intensity of the trade-offs between the objectives fluctuates according to their values. For each fairness level, the trade-off 
between maximum (Z2) and total displacement (Z1) is rather weak for maximum displacement values above 9 (Z1 is improved by 
3.1% for each unit of Z2 increased). However, when maximum displacement moves from 7 to 8 (from 8 to 9) we observe on average 
17.1% (17.7%) improvement of total displacement for all fairness levels (see sub-plots (b) and (d) of Fig. 3). Another observation is that 
the trade-off between maximum and total displacement is reinforced when demand-based fairness is taking smaller values, therefore 
being more binding. By observing sub-plot (b) of Fig. 4 we see that as demand-based fairness improves, the trade-off between total and 
maximum displacement intensifies. Namely, when demand-based fairness is equal to 0.1, the average benefit to total displacement 

Fig. 3. Schedule-wide trade-offs hued by maximum displacement.  
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from the marginal increases of maximum displacement is 11% (2360 units) while when demand-based fairness is 1.0 this benefit drops 
to just 5%. Such observations regarding the schedule-wide relationship between total and maximum displacement extend the findings 
of Zografos et al. (2017a) and Ribeiro et al. (2018) which reported the existence of strong trade-offs among the objectives of the slot 
scheduling priorities without considering the schedule-wide effects. This is an advantage of the proposed framework over existing 
studies, since instead of studying the trade-offs among the objectives of each priority level in isolation, it considers only the solutions 
(and the respective trade-offs) that result in improved schedule-wide performance. 

In addition, we observe that the trade-off between demand-based fairness and total displacement is rather strong for low (better) 
fairness values (below 0.4) having an average benefit of almost 15.2% in terms of total displacement when fairness is marginally 
deteriorated by 0.1 no matter what the level of maximum displacement is. In contrast, for higher fairness values there are imper-
ceptible improvements regarding total displacement. For example, when we move from 1.6 to 1.7 the average benefit for all maximum 
displacement values in terms of total displacement is just above 2.5%. This relationship is illustrated on sub-plot (f) in Fig. 4. The trade- 
offs between the three objectives, suggest that when demand-based fairness is allowed to take larger values, maximum displacement 
can receive reduced values at a small expense (5%) with respect to total displacement. This observation implies that in occasions where 
tight fairness considerations are not meaningful or result in significant total-displacement expenses, solutions with worst (higher) 
demand-based fairness values can be selected and to a certain extent satisfy both total and maximum displacement objectives. 

5.2.3. Trade-off relationships between the objectives of the priorities and the schedule-wide efficiency 
Another significant set of observations stems from the examination of the trade-offs between the objective values obtained for each 

of the levels (Table 5). This table also acts as a heat map that illustrates the relative percentage gap of each of the reported non- 
dominated solutions. Warmer colours represent bigger relative percentage gaps and therefore more intensive sacrifices. In addition, 
for discussion purposes we include a column named ‘AD’ that sums the deviations of the aggregate objectives. To provide more insights 
on the performance of the produced schedules, we include columns ‘DS’ and ‘Z1/DS’ which report the number of displaced slot requests 
and the average displacement per displaced slot request accordingly. The relative percentage gap of each cell ibelonging to column j of 
the table is calculated as (with f(i, j) being the value of solution i with respect to metric j): 

100 ×

[

f (i, j) − min
∀i∈j

{f (i, j) }
][

max
∀i∈j

{f (i, j) } − min
∀i∈j

{f (i, j) }
]− 1 (5.1) 

Table 5 shows that several schedule-wide non-dominated solutions of the reported efficient frontier, are given by solutions which 
are dominated in some levels (e.g. schedules 2 are 3 are dominated at the changes to historics’ level by schedule 5, schedule 4 is 
dominated at the historics’ level by schedule 6). It is also interesting that the schedule with the least displacement per displaced slot 
(schedule 35) was obtained by accepting a sacrifice of 2 units (30 min) of maximum displacement at the CHlevel. Similarly, schedules 
with the minimum number of displaced slots (see schedule 42) were given by accepting a deterioration of 30 min at the maximum 
displacement of CH. 

Fig. 5 sheds light on the relationships between the slot scheduling objectives of the slot priorities and their influence on various 

Fig. 4. Schedule-wide trade-offs hued by fairness.  
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Table 5 
Heat map with the trade-offs among the objectives of the levels and the aggregate slot schedule.  
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metrics that are representative of the quality of the slot schedules produced for the studied airport. From this figure, slot coordinators 
and other interested stakeholders understand which slot priorities and objectives have to be compromised so as to improve any metric 
of interest. For example, in the examined airport, slot coordinators may increase the total displacement of H and CH in order to 
improve the average displacement per displaced slot or decrease it in order to get fewer displaced slots. Furthermore, we observe that 
the minimisation of the total displacement (Z1) for the H level helps to a certain extent the minimisation of this objective for the CH and 
Oth levels (since they are positively associated), while it does not impact the NE level. A strong positive correlation exists between the 
number of displaced slot requests and total displacement (Z1) of H. Similar but weaker correlations are reported for the total 
displacement of CH. The influence of NE’s objective functions to the other levels is minor and statistically insignificant due to the small 
number of requests falling into this slot priority (Table 3). Yet, a positive correlation with the objectives of CH is reported. The im-
plications of our findings for practitioners and policymakers are further discussed in the following section. 

5.3. Policy and decision-making implications 

The increased cardinality and quality of the reported frontier that resulted from the multi-level considerations allow the extraction 
of useful insights that can support policy and practice. In the following sections, we provide both aggregate and detailed analyses and 
their implications. 

5.3.1. Potential impact of findings on practice and policymaking 
The information (that would otherwise be difficult to process by decision-makers) is summarised using suitable visualisations and 

aggregation metrics (Fig. 5) and is further discussed below. The analyses included below can be used by decision-makers to draft policy 
rules that optimise schedule-wide efficiency without compromising the interests of airlines possessing requests with historical rights or 
airlines that have received the ‘new entrant’ status. Furthermore, the intensity of the reported trade-offs that is discussed below may 

Fig. 5. Correlation heatmap between the measures of the reported efficient frontier.  
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provide the based for the development of policy rules that apply to different types of airports and improve efficiency and capacity 
utilisation. 

Implications of demand-based fairness Fairness in airport slot scheduling has been a central issue in airport slot allocation regulations 
(see IATA WSG) and deliberations among theinterested groups of stakeholders (ACI Europe, 2017). Our original findings associated 
with this metric are grouped and reported below.  

(a). Inter-priority effects: From the summarised findings of Fig. 5, it appears that the improvement of fairness is associated with 
increased total displacement for all priority levels. However, the intensity of these associations is not homogeneous. For 
instance, we note that the effect of fairness is more significant at the upper priority levels of the slot scheduling hierarchy (H, 
CH), where we demonstrate significant and strong negative correlations (-0.91 and − 0.81 respectively). On the contrary, the 
lower levels of the hierarchy (Oth,NE) report smoother trade-offs for the two objectives. Notably, the correlation between the 
two metrics for the new entrants’ level is weak and shows that the considered fairness metric may result in more favourable 
outcomes for NE than the other priority levels. Concerning the maximum displacement objective, it appears that the two metrics 
do not demonstrate significant associations regardless of the priority. The only correlation that is statistically significant 
concerns the maximum displacement for the CH level. This implies that improved (or even optimal) values of fairness (lower 
deviation from the absolute value of fairness) can be achieved without requiring increases in terms of maximum displacement.  

(b). Schedule-wide effects: At a schedule-wide level, an insight provided by this study is that demand-based fairness is not associated 
with maximum displacement. Hence, there may exist schedules that minimise both metrics simultaneously. From a technical 
perspective, the formulation of demand-based fairness affects the number of displaced requests significantly, demonstrating a 
strong and important negative correlation. However, the increased number of displaced requests for each improved unit of 
fairness coupled with our findings relating to maximum displacement suggest that the average displacement per displaced 
request is improved when fairness is reduced/optimised. 

Implications of maximum displacement Herein we present and discuss insights relating to the maximum displacement objective.  

(a). Inter-priority effects: We highlight some interesting findings that are associated with the maximum displacement of different 
priority levels that have not been reported before. At the historics’ (H) level, we observe that there are significant negative 
correlations with the maximum and total displacement of all priority levels (and the schedule wide objectives except fairness). 
Hence, the increase of maximum displacement at the historics’ level may have an important effect on the allocations all lower 
request priorities. Interestingly, it appears that there is a weak positive relationship among H’s, Oth’s and the schedule-wide 
maximum displacement. Similar findings are reported for the CH’s maximum displacement. However, there is a weak but 
significant positive relationship between CH’s maximum displacement and NE’s total displacement. NE’s maximum displace-
ment does not have a significant or important relationship with other metrics. That could be justified by the limited number of 
new entrant requests (a common characteristic of most airports). At the Oth level maximum displacement appears to have 
insignificant relationships with the metrics of the upper request priorities (H,CH,NE). This suggests that regardless of the slot 
allocations at the upper priority levels, the already scarce capacity of the airport that has been allocated to the upper priority 
levels generates large displacements for Oth requests. By considering that an airline may submit requests that fall into different 
request priorities, this observation may motivate airlines with requests of multiple priorities, to reconsider their request 
portfolio belonging to the upper levels and receive improved allocations at the lower levels.  

(b). Schedule-wide effects: In contrast, to the maximum displacement at each priority, the relationship of maximum displacement 
with other objectives/metrics, i.e. schedule-wide total displacement, demand-based fairness, priority-based total and maximum 
displacement, at the schedule-wide level is almost always insignificant or weak. The only exemption is the negative correlation 
with total displacement which highlights the existence of trade-offs between the two objectives at the schedule-wide level. A 
similar observation is also reported for Oth’s total displacement (which has the largest share of the schedule-wide total 
displacement). 

Implications of total displacement Total displacement is a commonly used objective in airport slot allocation. It provides an aggre-
gation of the overall displacement of the allocations provided by the coordinator. As with the previous objectives, we obtain some 
interesting findings that are new to the airport slot allocation literature.  

(a). Inter-priority influence: An important finding that is enabled by the multi-level architecture of the current study, is that the total 
displacement of each level is positively associated with the total displacement of the other levels. At the H level there is a strong 
and significant positive correlation with the total displacement of the CH level. This implies that by minimising the total 
displacement of Hrequests, the total displacement of changes to historic requests is also improved. Similar but weaker re-
lationships are reported between the total displacement of H and the total displacement of the Oth’s level. Interestingly, there is 
no strong or important relationship with the total displacement of NE requests. On the contrary, the total displacement of 
CHrequests has a stronger relationship with the total displacement ofNE. This set of findings may support the ongoing de-
liberations that seek to improve the efficiency of the administrative rules of IATA WSG. For instance, our findings suggest 
potential benefits in aggregating the CHand H priorities in a single level or allocating the NE requests before the CH requests. 
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(b). Schedule-wide influence: The relationship of each priority’s total displacement on schedule-wide quality metrics is also 
insightful for policy and practice. For instance, we observe that the schedule-wide total displacement is more correlated with the 
total displacement of the historic requests than with any other priority level. Another interesting result is that there is a strong 
negative correlation between the average displacement per displaced request and the total displacement of the H and CH level, 
while the lower levels present weaker correlations. This suggests that the more we try to reduce the total displacement of the 
upper levels, the more displacement per displaced request we will receive across all priority levels. Therefore, the efforts of slot 
coordinators that wish to optimise the average displacement should focus on the upper priority levels (where there may be 
reduced flexibility) and not at the Oth and NE levels. Such original inherent trade-offs may have important influence on the 
outcome of the initial slot allocation and should be considered by practitioners and policymakers. Regarding the number of 
displaced requests, similar findings are reported. An interesting finding is that the total number of displaced requests is highly 
correlated with the total displacement of requests for historic operations (more than the total displacement for Oth operations). 
This contradicts the initial expectations, i.e. the displaced requests should be highly correlated with the metrics of Oth, and 
suggests that the reduction of displaced requests can be achieved by placing special emphasis on the minimisation of H’s total 
displacement. 

The implications presented above are extracted based on the summarisation of our findings in Fig. 5. By considering the proposed 
multi-level solution approach, policy and decision makers can investigate the inherent trade-offs among the objectives of the slot 
scheduling priorities and unveil the elements that influence the schedule-wide performance of a slot scheduling solution. The improved 
slot scheduling performance and the multiple schedule-wide non-dominated solutions of our approach (resulting from the consider-
ation of dominated or weakly-dominated solutions at the upper priority levels) enable the extraction of aggregate metrics that can help 
decision/policy-makers to understand the impact of multiple alternative slot schedules on the objectives of the different stakeholders, 
i.e. airlines, airport operators etc, and thus facilitate a more collaborative decision-making process. In addition, the interested parties 
may seamlessly explore the benefit of trading-off the allocations of different slot scheduling levels with respect to different slot 
scheduling metrics; and consider non-dominated schedules that improve the allocations of their own slot request portfolio or the 
allocations at the schedule-wide level. More detailed examples and insights that study the trade-offs among the objectives of the slot 
request priorities are presented in the following section. 

Fig. 6. Slot scheduling solutions when Z3 = 0.5.  
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5.3.2. In-depth insights and examples 
In depth insights on the influence of each level’s compromises can be extracted by analysing the output of Algorithm 2 in the form 

of what-if scenarios. In the case that the stakeholders wish to focus on individual schedules detailed analyses can be conducted to 
illustrate the added value of the multi-level considerations. Herein we provide two examples of such what-if analyses which illustrate 
how compromises with respect to the maximum (Z2) and the total displacement (Z1) of the Historics’ (H) or the Changes to Historics 
(CH) can influence policy making. 

In Fig. 6 we illustrate that if the Historic’s requests (H) tolerate an increase of 1 unit (15-minutes) of maximum displacement (ZH
2 ) 

ceteris paribus then all lower slot priorities (CH,NE,O) will receive significant improvements regarding their objectives, thus leading to 
improved schedule-wide performance. In particular, by accepting this minimal deterioration at the H level’s maximum displacement 
objective, requests at the CH level benefit by a reduction of 2 units of maximum displacement (30-minutes) and 303 (from 1065 to 762) 
units of total displacement (28.45%). Additionally, new entrants’ requests receive an improvement of 26 units in terms of total 
displacement (4.4%). Interestingly, we observe significant improvements for the others’ level (O) for both objectives. Total 
displacement is reduced by 38.4% on average (from 14,864 to 9157) and the minimum maximum displacement for O is decreased by 2 
× 15-minute units from 9 to 7 (22.2% reduction). Therefore, for a given fairness level, by accepting a minimal increase of maximum 
displacement at the H level (1 unit), the total displacement of the schedule-wide solution is decreased by 34% on average (from 17,174 
to 11,261 units) and the maximum displacement across all slot priorities is improved by two units (from 9 to 7). 

In Fig. 7 we illustrate how small compromises (less than 10%) in the total displacement objective for the upper levels of the slot 
scheduling hierarchy (H,CH) may result in significant improvements with respect to the objectives of the lower levels of the hierarchy 
and the schedule-wide performance. The example illustrated in Fig. 7 shows that under a given fairness threshold (Z3 = 0.1), increases 
of 9.1% and 3.2% at the total displacement of the H level (from 975 to 1164 units) and the CH level (from 1164 to 1202 units) 
respectively, result in significant improvements for the new entrants’ and others’ requests. Specifically, the total displacement at the 
NE level is decreased from 624 to 479 (23% improvement) and for the O level we observe an average improvement across all maximum 
displacement levels of 9.8% (from 17230.6 to 15551.1). Additionally, by introducing such increases/deteriorations at the total 
displacement of the H and CH levels, we report points which reduce the minimum of the maximum displacement for others’ (O) 
requests by 22.2% (a reduction of 2 × 15-minute units). Therefore, the schedule wide performance is improved by 8.5% (from 19993.6 
to 18296) and 22.2% (from 9 to 7) with respect to the total and maximum displacement objectives accordingly. 

The examples discussed above, suggest that small compromises at the Historics and/or Changes to Historics’ objectives can result in 
significant improvements at the objectives of the subsequent request priorities and therefore improve the schedule-wide performance 
of the examined airport. Analyses similar to the ones presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 may contribute to the airport slot allocation policy 

Fig. 7. Slot scheduling solutions when Z3 = 0.1.  
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debate by supporting amendments to the existing regulations aiming to improve the allocations of lower hierarchies and the per-
formance of the overall slot schedule. Our results suggest that there is no need to resort to dramatic deviations from the existing slot 
prioritisation regime in order to improve new entrants’ and others’ schedules. Instead, it suffices to allow H or CH requests to receive 
slightly increased maximum or total displacements under the condition that they improve following level’s allocations. The proposed 
algorithm is guaranteed to produce solutions (based on Proposition 1) which accept such sacrifices only if they result in schedule-wide 
non-dominated solutions. From the airlines’ perspective, airlines that submit requests which fall into multiple slot priorities may 
explore how the compromises at the objectives of their H or CH requests affect the performance of their NE and O requests and their 
overall request portfolio. 

5.4. Solution space reduction 

The aim behind the use of the multiple objectives and the multi-level considerations is to provide information that will improve slot 
allocation decisions. The trade-offs between the objectives of the different slot priority levels (H,CH,NE,O) and the aggregate airport 
slot schedule justify the choice of a multi-objective approach with multi-level considerations. However, as our results suggest, multi- 
objective programming may result in many efficient solutions (57 in our case) which are difficult to process when a final slot 
scheduling decision is due to be made. It is therefore essential to address this decision-making need by proposing criteria and measures 
that will enable the elicitation of fewer alternatives which are better suited to the needs of the problem’s context (Dal Sasso et al., 
2019). The following criteria can be used to filter out solutions based on the needs of the interested stakeholders:  

• Limiting the values of objectives at a specific level to be below a certain value or within a certain range (e.g. UBOth
Z2

≤ 10);  
• Limiting the values of objectives for the aggregate airport slot schedule (e.g.Z1 ≤ 14000);  
• Limiting the added deviation for all schedule-wide objectives to be below a threshold (e.g. below 70%);  
• Limiting the allowable relative percentage gap for each level and objective to be within certain limits; and  
• Limiting the amount of the allowable relative percentage gap for quality metrics such as the number of displaced slots or the 

average displacement per displaced slot. 

The joint or independent application of the above criteria leads to a reduction of non-dominated solutions for consideration, thus 
facilitating the choice of the slot scheduling solution to be implemented. For example, by limiting the added deviation for all objectives 
below 70%, the number of efficient solutions to be considered, drops to just 4 (see Table 5). Interestingly, all solutions having an added 
deviation below 70% would not be reported without the multi-level considerations since they occurred from weakly non-dominated 
schedules at the upper levels of the slot scheduling hierarchy. Since the schedules reported with multi-level considerations are of 
higher quality with respect to the schedule-wide objectives than other solution approaches, the filtered solutions will always have 
improved schedule-wide objectives no matter what the criteria of the stakeholders are. 

Having prior knowledge regarding the preferences of the stakeholders on the above criteria, we may incorporate them to the multi- 
level solution algorithm so as to constraint the feasible space of the problem to obtain a set of solutions of smaller cardinality that abide 
by their interests. Such approaches lead to reduced computational times since they require fewer iterations so as to search the 
problem’s feasible space. 

6. Concluding remarks 

A multi-objective model for the allocation of airport slots according to IATA’s WSG is modelled and solved using a multi-level 
solution algorithm. The model considers three slot scheduling objectives previously proposed in the literature, i.e. total displace-
ment, maximum displacement and demand-based fairness. The proposed modelling and solution approach provide a framework that 
can be used to systematically investigate the trade-offs between the objectives of the different slot scheduling hierarchies and their 
influence on the airport slot schedule as a whole. The proposed framework results to improved schedule-wide performance and sets of 
non-dominated points of increased cardinality. 

Through the analyses conducted on a schedule-coordinated airport, we demonstrate that small tolerances regarding the different 
objectives of the higher levels of the slot hierarchy may produce more efficient airport slot schedules. Multiple figures and suitable 
aggregation metrics distil the generated information and summarise our findings, thus easing the utilisation of our approach for policy 
and decision-making. For instance, when Historics’ requests accept a 15-minute increase at their maximum displacement, the total 
displacement of Changes to Historics, New Entrants and Others is improved by 28.45%, 4.4% and 38.4% respectively. Meanwhile, the 
maximum displacement for both Changes to Historics and Others is reduced by 30 min (50% and 22.2% reduction). Furthermore, the 
schedule-wide total and maximum displacement are reduced by 34% and 22% respectively. Another interesting finding is that when 
Historics and changes to Historics requests tolerate small increases (approximately 9%) with respect to their total displacement, New 
Entrants’ requests receive reductions of 23% for this objective while Ohers’ requests benefit from significant improvements for both 
total and maximum displacement (approximately 10% and 22% respectively). 

The application of the proposed model and solution algorithm to a case involving the allocation of 15,388 slots resulted to sig-
nificant computational times. Although such solution times are tolerable for the tested instance it is expected that larger problems will 
not be solvable within practical time limits. Future research should focus on developing specialised heuristic algorithms for solving the 
multi-level, multi-objective airport slot allocation problem. The proposed modelling and solution framework can be used to 
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incorporate other combinations of slot scheduling objectives (e.g. total displacement, maximum displacement, number of displaced 
slot requests) without loss of its generality, future research may employ this methodology to study the trade-offs of different triplets of 
objectives. 
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Appendix 

Herein we describe two additional multi-level solution algorithms which are used to generate frontiers 2 and 3 in section 5.2.1. Both 
algorithms (Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4) are based on Algorithm 2 but generate schedule-wide slot schedules/solutions based on 
alternative dominance considerations. The core process for generating non-dominated schedules within each level is again Algorithm 
1. 

Algorithm 3. A variant of Algorithm 2 considering leading priority levels    

input:M, u,Δ # slot requests, capacity, list of fairness values  
output: Y # list of efficient schedule-wide solutions  

1 Y←[]; # initialise the empty list of solutions  
2 for δ ∈ Δ do:  
3  YH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MH,u,δ);  
4  filter out dominated solutions in YH

δ ;  
5  for sH ∈ YH

δ do:  
6   uCH ← copyofu;# re-initialise capacity  
7   update uCH based on solution sH;  
8   YCH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MCH ,uCH, δ);  
9   filter out dominated solutions in YCH

δ ;  
10   for sCH ∈ YCH

δ do:  
11    uNE ← copyofu;  
12    update uNEbased on solutions sH, sCH;  
13    YNE

δ ←Algorithm 1(MNE,uNE, δ);  
14    filter out dominated solutions in YNE

δ ;  
15    for sNE ∈ YNE

δ do:  
16     uOth ← copyofu;  
17     update uOthbased on solutions sH, sCH , sNE;  
18     YOth

δ ←Algorithm 1(MOth ,uOth, δ);  
19     filter out dominated solutions inYOth

δ ;

20     for sOth ∈ YOth
δ do:  

21      append sOth to YOth;  

22      sSW ←combine sH, sCH, sNE, sOth into a schedule-wide solution;  
23      append sSW to Y;  
24 filter out schedule-wide dominated solutions from Y;  
25 return Y;  
Notes: # stands for comments on the algorithmic process; in bold are common algorithmic functions; SW: schedule-wide.  

The first variant (Algorithm 3) proceeds to the generation of schedules for following slot priorities, if and only if a solution concerning 
level γ (sγ) is not dominated by other solutions generated during the current iteration (lines 4, 9, 14 and 19 of Algorithm 3). Hence, this 
approach filters out dominated solutions only if they occurred from the same solutions in leading levels. As a final step, Algorithm 3 
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filters and reports only the schedule-wide non-dominated schedules. 
In contrast, Algorithm 4 does not consider the leading levels’ schedules that led to the generation of each solution sγ. In particular, 

Algorithm 4 generates all solutions at level γ and then filters out dominated solutions. Then, for each of the remaining non-dominated 
schedules, it proceeds to the solution of the next level. This process is repeated until the ‘others’ level, where the solutions that led to 
each non-dominated point of this priority level are combined to create a schedule-wide solution. Please note that YH,YCH,YNE,YOth are 
auxiliary lists which in addition to storing the solutions of each level γ, also keep track of the leading levels’ solutions that led to each 
solution. For instance, for eachsNE, list YNE contains the schedules of H and CH levels that led to sNE. Similar to Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4 
terminates after filtering out dominated schedule-wide solutions. 

Algorithm 4. A variant of Algorithm 2 without considering leading levels’ solutions    

input:M, u,Δ # slot requests, capacity, list of fairness values  
output: Y # list of efficient schedule-wide solutions  

1 Y←[]; # initialise the empty list of solutions  
2 YH,YCH,YNE,YOth←[]; # initialisation of auxiliary lists of solutions for each level  
3 for δ ∈ Δ do:  
4  YH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MH,u,δ)  
5  append YH

δ to YH;  
8 filter out dominated solutions in YH;  
9 for sH ∈ YH do:  
10  uCH ← copyofu;# re-initialise capacity  
11  update uCH based on solution sH;  
12  YCH

δ ←Algorithm 1(MCH,uCH, δ = sH.δ); # δ=sH.δ sets fairness equal to the H level’s fairness  
13  append YCH

δ to YCH;  
14 filter out dominated solutions in YCH;  
15 for sCH ∈ YCH do:  
16  uNE ← copyofu;# re-initialise capacity  
17  update uNE based on solution obtained at level H and currentsCH;  
18  YNE

δ ←Algorithm 1(MNE,uNE, δ = sCH .δ); # δ=sCH.δ sets fairness equal to the CH level’s fairness  
19  append YNE

δ to YNE;  
20 filter out dominated solutions in YNE;  
21 for sNE ∈ YNE do:  
22  uOth ← copyofu;# re-initialise capacity  
23  update uOth based on solutions obtained for levels H and CH and currentsNE;  
24  YOth

δ ←Algorithm 1(MNE,uNE,δ = sNE.δ); # δ=sCH.δ sets fairness equal to the NE level’s fairness  
25  append YOth

δ to YOth;  
26 filter out dominated solutions in YOth;  
27 for sOth ∈ YOth do:  
28  sSW ←combine sOthwith the solutions of previous levels that led to sOth into a schedule-wide solution;  
29  append ssw to Y;  
30 filter out schedule-wide dominated solutions from Y;  
31 return Y;  
Notes: # stands for comments on the algorithmic process; in bold are common algorithmic functions; SW: schedule-wide.  
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